The following points have been added/deleted in the Notified Inviting Tender I.D.NO. 2013_DE_32799_1 for supply, installation, commissioning and comprehensive warranty of new desktop computer systems, printers, UPS, computer tables & chairs, consumables and one IT Assistant in 568 Units in various schools of Dte. Of Education, Delhi on BOOT Model Basis.

1. Clause related to Technical Specification at page no.5 of the NIT (Sl. No.1(j), reg. Desktop PC) :- The Operating System should be read as Windows 7 professional or higher.

2. Clause. 8.5(h) regarding comply the statutory provisions by the vendor at page 14 of the NIT : It has been added that the bidder should quote the rate of wages in the financial bid according to the minimum wages notified by the Labour Department, GNCTD, at the time of submission of bid, in r/o Clerical and Non-Technical Supervisory Staff under the category Graduates and above.

3. Clause. 8.5(c) regarding penalty for absent of I.T. Assistants at page 13 of the NIT: . It has been clarified that the holidays for the I.T. Assistants will be the all Gazetted Holidays as notified by GNCT Delhi and Sundays.

4. Clause. 8.5(u) regarding penalty for non working of hardware infrastructure or furniture at page 16 of the NIT: It has been added that the time period for repairing/replacing the defective computer/printer/ups/computer table/chair will be allowed for 02 working days from making of the complaint.

5. Clause. 8.5(z) regarding, fulfilling the recommendation of TAC about modification in the hardware during the contract at page 17 of the NIT: . The above clause has been deleted from the NIT.

6. Clause. 1 regarding “related information” at page 6 of the NIT: It has been added in the clause that the electrification will be provided by the respective schools at the time of Installation & Commissioning of computer hardware.

The above points will be the part of the Notice Inviting Tender No. 2013_DE_32799_1. Rest of the contents of the Notice Inviting Tender will be the same.
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